Quality of doctor-patient relationship in patients with high somatic symptom severity in China.
High somatic symptom severity (SSS) is associated with reduced health-related function and may affect doctor-patient interactions. This study aimed to explore the quality of the doctor-patient relationship (DPR) and its association with SSS in Chinese general hospitals outpatients. This multicenter cross-sectional study assessed the quality of DPR from both the doctor's and patient's perspective in general outpatients (n=484) from 10 departments of Psychosomatic Medicine (PM), Traditional Chinese Medicine (TCM), and Biomedicine (BM). SSS was assessed with the PHQ-15. The quality of the DPR was measured with the CARE, PDRQ-9, and DDPRQ-10 questionnaires. In addition, several standard instruments were used to assess psychosocial variables such as depression, anxiety, sense of coherence and quality of life. From the doctor's perspective, patients with high SSS were rated as significantly more difficult than patients with low SSS. No differences were noted from the perspective of the patients. Patients from the TCM department rated the quality of their DPR significantly higher than those in BM and PM and were rated from doctor's perspective as less difficult than those in BM and PM. Multiple regression analysis revealed satisfaction of treatment, time of treatment and psychosocial variables, such as age, health related anxiety, depression, mental quality of life and sense of coherence as predictors for DPR. PM and BM departments should learn from TCM departments to be empathic, to manage patients with high SSS and to establish long-term relationships with their patients.